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Biologic entertainment for everyone!
Since November 2018, Bluedot-tech offers a fun and simple culture kit. This kit
introduces slime molds (Physarum Polycephalum), unicellular organisms unknown by
most of people, as scientific entertainment. This product is available in French and
English to individuals residing in European Union.

What is a slime mold ?

A culture kit for individuals

Bluedot-tech offers the first slime mold
culture kit aimed at individuals. This all-inone product includes an illustrated manual
and necessary tools to discover slime molds
and easily grow some at home. Visual and
fun, this kit is a simplified introduction to
Biology.

Slime molds (Physarum
Polycephalum)
are
unicellular
organisms
that are visible to the
naked eye.
They can be found
naturally through the
undergrowth and other
dark and moist places.
They act like "cleaners" by feeding on
bacteria, mushroom spores, viruses and
other microorganisms.
They live easily in non sterile domestic
environment such as a house. Oat flakes
easily replace their natural diet. They are
harmless and require little maintenance.
They are experimented on in laboratories for
their interesting abilities :
- They move to explore their surroundings
and to find food sources. They form
networks while spreading to carry nutrients
more efficiently.

More information about this product here :
https://blob.bluedot-tech.fr/en/

- When several kinds of food are available,
they choose the most suitable one for their
metabolism.
- When cut, they heal in minutes.

- If a slime mold is divided into several
parts, each part will become an independent
clone.
- Every slime mold might live forever. It
enters a state close to hibernation when its
environment dries.

Cultures examples

Here are experiments led by clients who
used this culture kit :

About Bluedot-tech

Bluedot-tech French Simplified Joint Stock Company (SAS) created in August 2018 by Nicolas
HAYAMMES and Alexandre DELPOMDOR. It is specialized in scientific entertainment and
innovation.
Website : https://blob.bluedot-tech.fr/en/
Facebook : https://www.facebook.com/LeKitBLOB
Instagram : https://www.instagram.com/le_kit_blob
Linkedin : https://www.linkedin.com/company/bluedot-tech
YouTube : https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCeXsHkCxNqWVFKyXqrSNNqg
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